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Recommendation

 Inquiry
 For

(8th

Hub units

use in general biology and AL Biology
grade)

The Inquiry Hub Biology curriculum is the result of a research‐practice partnership between
UC Boulder, Northwestern and Denver Public Schools. Teams of teachers, educational
researchers and specialists developed the materials under grant funding for the purpose of
providing an open educational resource (OER).
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Rationale
The Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) – 2013
 Current materials are not aligned to
current Washington State standards for
science (NGSS).
 New materials for the standards have
only been published in the last year or
two, BSD began screening materials in
2016.


Washington participated as a lead state in this process
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Important Convergence

4

Making sense of phenomena and
designing solutions to problems

5
Innovations
of NGSS:

Three dimensional learning (core ideas,
practices, cross-disciplinary)
Building K-12 Progressions
Alignment with English language arts and
mathematics
All standards, all students

These Innovations are identified in several documents put out by the standards
development organization. They are called out to identify what is new and different about
these standards compared to previous standards.
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BSD Vision and Mission

All standards for all students really relates to the vision to inspire each and every student to
learn and thrive
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Timeline Leading Up to the Pilot
1.
2.
3.

4.

2015-16 – developed HS course pathway for NGSS alignment (Bio-ChemPhys with ESS throughout)
Summer 2016 – teacher teams developed a test unit aligned to NGSS
2016-17
a.

Piloted and revised test unit (Mars Biosphere) in some classes

b.

Started screening NGSS designed resources for HS Biology (NSTA - LA, NARST – TX)

2017-18
a.

Revised and used test unit (Mars Biosphere) in some classes

b.

Biology team decided not to continue developing materials
Continued screening of Biology materials designed to NGSS (NSTA - GA, NARST - GA)

c.
d.
e.

Reviewed three promising materials with Biology teachers (DDPD and release day)
Decided to narrow the materials down to two with Bio teachers on release day

We’ve been doing this work for a long time – this represents a culmination of a process
(and a beginning of the next steps)
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August 2018 – training on Inquiry Hub

Piloted
Materials
2018-19

•

Inquiry Hub
•

Unit Title: Why don’t antibiotics work like they
used to?

December 2018 – training on Educurious
•

Educurious
•

Unit Title: Environmental Health

Semester 1 – Inquiry Hub (AKA the Evolution unit or the Antibiotics unit or
NextGenStorylines)
Semester 2 – Educurious (AKA Environmental Health)
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Teacher Representation

14 pilot teachers/22 total Biology teachers

How teachers were selected

All were invited to pilot

Schools involved in pilot

All high schools and middle school AL schools
represented

Number of students involved in pilot

1230

Number of students enrolled in the
course

1736

Demographics of students

Representative of the demographics of the schools

Duration and rationale of pilot
duration

Each unit taught for the duration of the unit (9-12
weeks)

Description of Pilot

Broad representation
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Committee Timeline
Date

Task

10/24/18

Begin adoption committee orientation, look at NGSS, look at
evaluation docs
Use the unit evaluation docs to review Inquiry Hub – Why Don’t
Antibiotics Work Like They Used To?

12/19/18
2/27/19

Use the unit evaluation docs to review Educurious – Environmental
Health

3/20/19

Use the course evaluation docs to review both materials

4/24/19

Review Teacher and Student Survey Data, review Evaluation data

5/15/19

Continue reviewing data, consider draft implementation plan,
vote on proposal
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Committee Evaluation using our Criteria
Student Surveys (2 surveys)

Data
Sources

• post Antibiotics unit (student survey 1) compared to
post Environmental Health unit (student survey 2)
• Comparison between Antibiotics unit and
Environmental Health unit (student survey 2)
Pilot Teacher Surveys (2 surveys)
• post Antibiotics unit (teacher survey 1)
• post Environmental Health unit (teacher survey 2)
• Comparison between Antibiotics unit and
Environmental Health unit (teacher survey 2)
Online Parent Survey

These are the sources of data we used for our evaluations.
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Evaluation Criteria
Category 1: Standards Alignment
Category 2: Assessments
Category 3: Inclusive Educational Practices (Student Supports)
Category 4: Bias Review
Category 5: Instructional Planning and Support (Teacher Supports)
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Adoption Committee Scoring
4
Superior Evidence

3
Strong Evidence

2
Moderate
Evidence

1
Minimal Evidence

Strong
representation

Consistent

Present in a few
places

Inferred but not
explicitly stated

Clear connections
and through-line

Many places

Appropriate
opportunities

Saying criteria
there but not really
in depth

Relevant

Where relevant,
deeply attended
to

Present but not
elaborated

Shallow

0 No
Evidence
Not
present

Explicitly described Clear throughout

Higher Number represents more evidence
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Adoption Committee Evaluation
I-Hub
Category 1 Standards Alignment
Category 2 Assessments
Category 3 Inclusive Ed Practices
Category 4 - Evaluation of Bias Content
Category 5 Instructional Planning and
Support

Educur

Membership
Curriculum Developer (facilitator)

2.5

1.7

0.9

0.8

1.6

1.0

0.5

0.7

2.5

2.4

STEM Curriculum Developer
6 Pilot Teachers
HS Administrator
Special Ed Curriculum Developer
ELL Curriculum Developer
Equity Specialist
Student Representative
Parent Representative
High School ITCL (former sci teacher)

Standards alignment was much stronger for Inquiry Hub (hovering between strong and
moderate evidence)
Assessments were lower (sometimes not as clearly called out as people would like to see in
Inquiry Hub) and sometimes lower in expectation
Inclusive educational practices – differentiation described in every lesson in Inquiry Hub,
but not specially adapted materials; Educurious had leveled readings
Evaluation of Bias Content – high scores meant special populations and social justice were
well represented. Low scores did not mean there was greater bias, just no opportunity to
see bias (e.g. no representation of people whatsoever)
**There wasn’t any identification of negative bias found in either material
Instructional Planning and Support – Teachers were more likely to identify that IH had too
much instructional support which made it cumbersome and Educurious had less support,
but was more similar to what they had used before
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Student Survey Demographics
Overall Data:

Language Learners with ELL ID



71% of All Bio Students were in the pilot



11% of all Bio students have ELL ID



50% of Pilot Bio Students took the Evolution
Survey



10% of Pilot Bio Students have ELL ID



53% of Pilot Bio Students took the Env Health
Survey

5% of Pilot Bio Evo Survey have ELL ID





6% of Pilot Bio Env Health have ELL ID

Advanced Learners:

Students with IEPs



16 % of all Bio students have Gifted ID



7% of all Bio students have IEP



23% of Pilot Bio Students have Gifted ID



9% of bio pilot students have IEP



31% of Pilot Bio Evo Survey have Gifted ID





35% of Pilot Bio Env Health Survey have Gifted ID

5% of bio pilot students have IEP and took
the surveys
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Student Feedback
Inquiry Hub

Educurious

Students responded to two surveys where they were asked to respond to statements about
their experiences and the frequency at which they participated in the Science and
Engineering Practices.
We used Tableau for data visualization and filtering
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Student Comparison Survey

Students more frequently recommended Inquiry Hub or either over Environmental Health
(#10)
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Teacher
Survey
Data

Teacher survey data fluctuated, sometimes depending on the content and activities
represented in the content.
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Teacher Comparison
Category 1: Standards Alignment
Category 2: Assessment
Category 3: Inclusive Educational Practices
Category 4: Bias Review
Category 5: Instructional Support

I-Hub

Both

Educur

Neither

60%
10%
30%

20%
20%
20%
10%
20%

10%
40%
30%

10%
30%
20%
90%

10%

70%

Cat 2: ““Both had serious struggles in their assessments: 1) InquiryHub: Grading tremendous amounts of
student writing is not practical. There is little formative and summative assessments for the amount of
time that this unit took. On the plus, using and creating models turned out to be a fully differentiated
activity that all levels and proficiencies were able to demonstrate knowledge. 2) Educurious:
Assessments are about memorizing. Students are NOT applying their learning (or very minimally).
Assessments are very low on Bloom's.
Cat 5: “There was TOO much support for IH. The Edu materials were pretty limited in my opinion, but I
like this content so it wasn't an issue.”
“IH takes more work but the material is there.”

• Higher in standards alignment
• Assessments need attention – teachers noted that they had trouble finding and using
the IH materials and that the Educurious assessments were there but of low quality
• Instructional support – since the material is so different instructionally, there is a lot of
description and guidance to the material. That same guidance was overwhelming to
teachers.
• Bias Review – teachers were asked if there was bias in the instructional materials. When
asked to give evidence, there was no bias described.
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Parent Feedback





Each curriculum phenomenon was described and parents were asked to
provide comments or feedback about each material.
There were 16 responses (13 AL parents, 3 non AL parents)
AL Parents: Mostly favoring Inquiry Hub or equal
Not AL Parents:


Concerned about teaching Evolution in school and presenting a balanced
intelligent design counterpoint (IH)



Concerned about pilots in general (both)



Interest and anxiety about antibiotic resistance (IH)



Slow moving (IH)



Boring (Educurious)



Too dependent on videos (Educurious)

Teachers sent out the survey link multiple times and there were 16 responses.
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Committee Discussions
1.

Committee used a protocol used for looking at
each set of data
•

Prediction

•

Observation

•

Inference

2.

Further discussion summarizing all of data

3.

Discussed concerns that were raised
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Implementation – 2 years
Year 1 teachers – the willing and new to BSD teachers
 Determine a Scope and Sequence and Project List in May with pilot teachers
 Develop a Teacher Leadership Team of willing Year 1 teachers:





to work on curriculum elements in the summer, co-plan and co-lead professional
development, and additional work during the school year
Go through facilitator training from Inquiry Hub

Three-day August Biology Institute
Two release days per year to work through implementation elements.
 Year 2 teachers would be brought on with a similar timeline:









Collaboration Time in June 2020
Summer refinement work
August 2020 Four day Institute
Two release days per year plus additional PD hours provided by the contract
Support from the Leadership Team

Feedback from the two materials prompted us to make an implementation plan that took
into account the ideas that were raised
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Process for Making a Decision


Thumbs Up: I think it’s a good decision and will advocate for it.



Thumbs Sideways: I am comfortable with the proposal but
might want to discuss some minor issues.



Thumbs Down: I still need to discuss certain issues and suggest
changes that should be made.
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Summary
The Biology Adoption committee recommends:
Inquiry Hub Units

Committee used a thumbs up, thumbs down, thumbs to the side protocol to come to
consensus. 8 thumbs up and 1 thumbs to the side.
This adoption is recommended with the intention to address supports that were raised
including:
• Pacing, Objectives and Unit Sequence
• Converting the teacher materials into a format that is easier to navigate
• Focus on developing assessments
• Teacher leadership development
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